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Studio Classes

Online classes

Private Classes

April 2022 Retreat

* Payment for class(es) are to be made prior to attending.
* Studio spaces is currently limited to 16.
* There are no walk-ins at this time (current: 19/5/2021)
* Studio spaces are only guaranteed when pre-booked and prepaid for.
* The Saturday class passes have expiry dates as follows:
5 pass - 6 weeks from first date of use. 10 pass - 12 weeks from first date of use.
* The Saturday class pass can only be used to attend Saturday classes.
* Tuesday 6 PM class runs on a monthly enrolment basis only. Makeup classes in the Saturday AM
class are offered for missed Tuesday classes.
* Passes and enrolments are non transferable, or refundable.
* Passes and enrolments can only be put on hold when: 1) the class is cancelled 2) extraneous 		
circumstances prevent the student from attending.
* Cancelation of booked studio classes within 2 hours of the start time or no-shows forfeit
the cost of the class.
* Online classes are to be booked no later than 1 hour before the start time, otherwise the class
may be cancelled.
* Online classes are taught on the provisor that participants have adequate equipment and some
prior experience in yoga.
* Payment for class(es) are to be made prior to appointment(s)
* Bookings cancelled 24 hours before can be rescheduled at no cost.
* Bookings cancelled within 24 hours incurs 50% of the class fee.

* A registration deposit of $250 per person is required to hold a place & block accommodation at
the retreat venue. Deposits are non refundable, but are transferable if you can find a someone to
take your place.
* Full retreat and accommodation cost of $TBC is due by March 16, 2022.
* Retreat minus accomodation cost of $TBC is due by March 16, 2022.
* A refund of 50% of fees paid may apply if a participant has to cancel due to illness
or extraneous circumstances.
* If the Retreat is not adequately subscribed the retreat may be cancelled. In this event, the
participants will be notified and a full refund will be arranged.
* Disclaimer: A safe and caring environment is provided for all participants and the yoga retreat
program is carefully planned, however no responsibility will be taken for any injuries incurred
during the retreat. Notification of any medical history is requested via email before the start of the
retreat (via the contact form provided). It is also advisable to consult your doctor if you have any
pre-existing medical conditions. Modifications are given to participants with special needs.
* Please note: Changes to T&C’s may occur with notice.

